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Copyright 

 Ako nema licence, smatra se 
da je softver vlasnički

 Copyleft – Richard Stallman

 Freeware – distribucija bez 
naplate



Public 
domain

 Softver u "javnoj domeni"

 Nema vlasništva 

 no copyright, trademark, patent

 Omogućava prisvajanje koda



FSF

 Hakerska kultura 70-tih, 80-tih

 GPL

 Dvjestotinjak verzija slobodnih 
licenci

 BSD, Apache, Debian...



Free beer

/** "THE BEER-WARE LICENSE" (Revision 42):

* <phk@FreeBSD.ORG> wrote this file.  As long 
as you retain this notice you

* can do whatever you want with this stuff. If we 
meet some day, and you think

* this stuff is worth it, you can buy me a beer in 
return.   Poul-Henning Kamp

*/



4 slobode

0. Sloboda pokretanja programa u bilo koje svrhe

1. Sloboda proučavanja rada i prilagodba 
programa kako bi vršio računalne aktivnosti koje 
želite. Dostupnost je izvornog kôda za to 
preduvjet.

2. Sloboda distribucije kopija kako biste pomogli 
bližnjemu

3. Sloboda distribucije izmijenjenih inačica 
programa na korist zajednici.



IDABC

 Interoperable Delivery of 
European eGovernment 
Services to public 
Administrations, Business and 
Citizens 



App

 CIRCA, a groupware for 
sharing documents within user 
groups

 IPM, a powerful and  easy to 
use tool for direct consultation 
through the Internet

 Elink, secure messaging 
services 



 The European Community, on 
the basis of the contracts that 
permitted the development of 
such software, is owner of all 
Intellectual Property Rights and 
consequently of the source 
code and executables



 IDABC developed tools are used by 
public administrations outside the 
European Institutions, 

 The copyright for those tools belongs 
to the European Community.

 Interest in the publication of the 
software source code under a licence 
that would not limit access and 
modifications 



 EUPL Licence was established 
for such software

 The Licence is written in 
general terms and could 
therefore be used for derivative 
works, for other works and by 
other licensors



 The utility of this Licence is to 
reinforce legal interoperability 
by adopting a common 
framework for pooling public 
sector software

 This preamble is not a part of 
the EUPL Licence



EUPL

 The Licensor: the natural or 
legal person that distributes 
and/or communicates the Work 
under the Licence

 The Licensee or “You”: any 
natural or legal person who 
makes any usage of the 
Software



 Contributor: any natural or 
legal person who modifies the 
Work under the Licence, or 
otherwise contributes to the 
creation of a Derivative Work



 Distribution and/or Communication: 
any act of selling, giving, lending, 
renting, distributing, communicating, 
transmitting, or otherwise making 
available, on-line or off-line, copies of 
the Work or providing access to its 
essential functionalities at the 
disposal of any other natural or legal 
person



Scope

 The Licensor hereby grants 
You a world-wide, royalty-free, 
non-exclusive, sub-licensable 
licence to do the following, for 
the duration of copyright vested 
in the Original Work: 



 use the Work in any circumstance and for all 
usage,

 reproduce the Work,

 modify the Original Work, and make Derivative 
Works based upon the Work,

 communicate to the public, including the right to 
make available or display the Work or copies 
thereof to the public and perform publicly, 

 distribute the Work or copies thereof,

 lend and rent the Work or copies thereof,

 sub-license rights in the Work or copies thereof. 



 In the countries where moral 
rights apply, the Licensor 
waives his right to exercise his 
moral right to the extent 
allowed by law in order to make 
effective the licence of the 
economic rights here above 
listed. 



 The Licensor grants to the 
Licensee royalty-free, non 
exclusive usage rights to any 
patents held by the Licensor, to 
the extent necessary to make 
use of the rights granted on the 
Work under this Licence. 



 The Licensor may provide the Work either 
in its Source Code form, or as Executable 
Code.

 If the Work is provided as Executable 
Code, the Licensor provides in addition a 
machine-readable copy of the Source 
Code along with each copy of the Work, a 
repository where the Source Code is 
easily and freely accessible for as long as 
the Licensor continues to distribute and/or 
communicate the Work



Appendix

 “Compatible Licences” according to article 
5 EUPL are:

 GNU General Public License v. 2

 Open Software License v. 2.1, v. 3.0

 Common Public License v. 1.0

 Eclipse Public License v. 1.0

 Cecill v. 2.0 



May the source be with you!


